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WORKFORCE (IMMIGRATION NEW ZEALAND) 

INTERNAL ADMINISTRATION CIRCULAR NO: 10/01 

 

To: All Workforce (Immigration) Managers Date: 23 April 2010 
 All Workforce (Immigration) Staff  

 

Guidelines for Assessing Applications with 

Active Client Border Alerts, Client Branch Warnings and Travel 
Document Alerts 

 

Please read this information and ensure all staff members who may be affected 
are aware of what is required of them.  

Please note this Internal Administration Circular (IAC) replaces IAC 10/01 dated 8 
February 2010. 

 

Purpose  

1. The purpose of this IAC is to provide advice and instructions to Workforce 
(Immigration) staff on the process for handling applications for clients (and 
their sponsors, employers, agents or institutions) with active client border 
alerts, client branch warnings or travel document alerts.  

 
Background 

2. This IAC responds to the 2009 Office of the Auditor General (OAG) report 
‘Inquiry into immigration matters (Volume 1): Visa and permit decision making 
and other issues’. 

 

3. Section 5 of the report, ‘Documentation Standards of Visa and Permit 
Decisions’, found that it was sometimes unclear whether an Immigration/Visa 
Officer (IO/VO) had considered AMS client border alerts, client branch 
warnings or travel document alerts before deciding an application. 

 
4. The overriding principle of this IAC is that considering an application with an 

active client border alert, client branch warning or travel document alert 
requires close scrutiny, taking into account the principles of fairness and 
natural justice.  

 
5. When processing an application which has an active client border alert, client 

branch warning or travel document alert, there must be written evidence that 
the information in the client border alert, client branch warning or travel 



 

 

 

document alert has been considered. In all cases, there must be clear notes in 
AMS and on the physical file detailing the reasons for the decision. 

 

6. All client border alerts, client branch warnings and travel document alerts 
should be considered, regardless of their status. This includes consideration of 
alerts/warnings regarding the client’s sponsor, employer, agent, or institution. 
They may contain information relevant to the application being considered.  

 

7. Where there is an active client border alert, the decision to approve the 
application must be escalated to a Branch Manager (BM) before any 
visa/permit is issued/granted. This rule also applies to client border alerts for 
the client’s sponsor, employer, agent or institution.  

 
8. More information about alerts/warnings is available here:  

a) IAC 05/21 – Alerts and Warnings; and 

b) IAC 08/13 - Suspending/Deleting AMS Alerts When Individual is to be 
Permitted Entry to New Zealand. 

 
Step 1: Process for considering applications 

9. When considering an application with a client border alert, client branch 
warning or travel document alert for the client, sponsor, employer, agent or 
institution, the following steps must be followed: 

a) The details of the client border alert, client branch warning or travel 
document alert must be carefully noted and any specific instructions 
completed.  

b) If the client border alert, client branch warning or travel document alert is 
unclear or an investigation is ongoing (e.g. with Fraud, Border and 
Compliance Operations or Central Verification Unit), the IO/VO should 
contact the author of the client border alert, client branch warning or travel 
document alert (or the relevant BM if the author is no longer employed by 
INZ) to clarify the information.   

c) If the client branch warning is active and for an application with the 
Resolutions Team the IO/VO should contact the relevant analyst or 
Immigration Manager unless the corresponding note indicates otherwise.   

d) If the client border alert, client branch warning or travel document alert is 
no longer considered valid, and provided the IO/VO has access to change 
alert/warning status, the status should be changed to ‘deleted’ (or referred 
to a staff member who has the appropriate access). The IO/VO may also 
suspend or amend the status as appropriate.  In all cases, detailed notes 
explaining the reasons for deletion, suspension and/or amendment should 
be added to AMS and to the physical file. Processing can continue as 
normal.  

e) If the client border alert, client branch warning or travel document alert 
remains active, the IO/VO must proceed with that information in mind, and 
the relevant process below applies. 

 

http://intranet/tools/ops-manuals/wf/iac/Documents/IAC%2008-13%20SUSPENDING%20DELETING%20AMS%20ALERTS.doc
http://intranet/tools/ops-manuals/wf/iac/Documents/IAC%2008-13%20SUSPENDING%20DELETING%20AMS%20ALERTS.doc


 

 

 

Step 2: Process for deciding applications  

10. The following table identifies the person responsible for deciding the 
application according to the type of alert or warning in effect, and directs staff 
to the relevant process below. The type of alert or warning may apply to the 
client, or their sponsor, employer, agent or institute.  

 

Type of alert/warning Person responsible for 
final approve decision 

Person responsible for 
final decline decision  

Active client border 
alert 

Branch Manager (BM). 

See paragraph 11. 

IO/VO. 

See paragraph 12. 

Active client branch 
warning 

IO/VO. 

See paragraph 13. 

IO/VO. 

See paragraph 13. 

Active travel document 
alert 

IO/VO. 

See paragraph 13. 

IO/VO. 

See paragraph 13. 

 

11. When approving an application with an active client border alert for the client, 
sponsor, employer, agent or institute, the following steps must be followed: 

a) Detailed notes must be made in AMS and on the physical file noting how 
the information in the client alert has been considered. 

b) Clear notes in AMS and on the physical file detailing the reasons for the 
approval decision must be made.  

c) Reasons for the decision on whether the alert should be suspended, 
amended or remain active must be noted on AMS and on the physical file.   

d) AMS notes must include any consultation undertaken with the author of the 
alert.  

e) The written recommendation must be provided to the BM for their final 
decision. A template is provided at Appendix 1.  

f) Once due process has been followed, the BM’s decision can then be 
finalised by the IO/VO. 

 
Note: Where a BM is not physically located at the Branch or MFAT post they 
are responsible for, an approval decision for a client with an active client 
alert may be escalated to an officer appropriately delegated by the BM. 

 

In the case of Onshore Border Operations (OBO), the decision is only 
required to be peer reviewed.  

 

12. When declining an application with an active client border alert for the client, 
sponsor, employer, agent or institute the following steps must be followed: 

a) Detailed notes must be made in AMS and on the physical file noting how 
the information in the client alert has been considered. 

b) Clear notes in AMS and on the physical file detailing the reasons for the 
decline decision must be made.  



 

 

 

c) Reasons for the decision on whether the alert should be suspended, 
amended or remain active must be noted on AMS and on the physical file.   

d) AMS notes must include any consultation undertaken with the author of the 
alert.  

e) Once due process has been followed, the decision can be finalised by the 
IO/VO. 

 

Note: An IO/VO may escalate such an application to their Manager if they 
have reason to be concerned, and in the case of OBO, the decision may be 
peer reviewed.  

 

13. When declining or approving an application with an active client branch 
warning or travel document alert for the client, sponsor, employer, agent, 
institute the following steps must be followed:  

a) Detailed notes must be made in AMS and on the physical file noting how 
the information in the client branch warning or travel document has been 
considered, including but not limited to: 

i) the seriousness, relevance, and age of the warning/alert; and 

ii) any further information (including any potentially prejudicial 
information letter response) provided by the applicant. 

b) Clear notes in AMS and on the physical file detailing the reasons for the 
decision must be made.  

c) Reasons for the decision on whether the warning or alert should be 
suspended, amended or remain active must also be noted on AMS and on 
the physical file.   

d) AMS notes must include any consultation undertaken with the author of the 
warning or alert.  

e) Once due process has been followed, the decision can be finalised by the 
IO/VO. 

 

Note: An IO/VO may escalate such an application to their Manager if they 
have reason to be concerned, and in the case of OBO, the decision may be 
peer reviewed.  

 

Compliance and Consequences 

14. Each month Business Information Service will produce data on applications 
approved with active client border alerts (including alerts for the sponsor, 
employer, agent, institute). This information will be available to BMs for 
review. 

  
15. Where applications are approved without following the instructions outlined at 

paragraph 11 above, the circumstances of approval must be investigated and 
further action considered. This could include disciplinary action. 

 

Michael Carley 

Acting Manager – Operational Support, Service Delivery   



 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 1 

 

ACTIVE CLIENT BORDER ALERT - REFERRAL TEMPLATE 
 
Date:  
Client Number (CN):   
Application Number (AN):  
Application Type:  
Client name:  
Type of Alert: 
(delete those not applicable) 

□ Character 
□ Health 
□ Travel Document 
□ Other (specify) 

Referral completed by:  
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The client is applying for a visa/permit.  The client/sponsor/employer/ 
agent/institute has an active client border alert in AMS for (list the reason).  
 
I have considered this information and taking all surrounding circumstances into 
account, I am recommending the approval of this application as I have assessed 
that the client meets the applicable policy requirements. 
 
 
ALERT 
 
(Screenshot of the alert and explain how it relates to this application) 
 
 
WEIGHING AND BALANCING 
 
(Detail your consideration of the client border alert information and reasons why 
the application is being recommended for approval. Note any consultation 
undertaken with the author of the alert, including reasons why you have not 
consulted the author if this is the case). 
 
 
BRANCH MANAGER APPROVAL 
 
I have considered the above information and the circumstances of this application. 
I agree/disagree that this application should be approved.  
 
This alert should:  be suspended/be amended/remain active. 
 
 
Signed: 
 
 
 
 
 
Branch Manager 
Date: 


